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Influence of Interfacial Mixing on
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Interface
The thermal conductance at solid-solid interfaces is becoming increasingly important in
thermal considerations dealing with devices on nanometer length scales. Specifically,
interdiffusion or mixing around the interface, which is generally ignored, must be taken
into account when the characteristic lengths of the devices are on the order of the
thickness of this mixing region. To study the effect of this interfacial mixing on thermal
conductance, a series of Cr films is grown on Si substrates subject to various deposition
conditions to control the growth around the Cr /Si boundary. The Cr /Si interfaces are
characterized with Auger electron spectroscopy. The thermal boundary conductance
�hBD� is measured with the transient thermoreflectance technique. Values of hBD are found
to vary with both the thickness of the mixing region and the rate of compositional change
in the mixing region. The effects of the varying mixing regions in each sample on hBD are
discussed, and the results are compared to the diffuse mismatch model (DMM) and the
virtual crystal DMM (VCDMM), which takes into account the effects of a two-phase
region of finite thickness around the interface on hBD. An excellent agreement is shown
between the measured hBD and that predicted by the VCDMM for a change in thickness
of the two-phase region around the interface. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2897344�

Keywords: thermal boundary conductance, nanoscale, solid-solid interfaces, material
diffusion, Auger electron spectroscopy, elemental characterization, diffuse scattering,
pump-probe transient thermoreflectance technique
ntroduction

Thermal management has played a critical role in the develop-
ent of micro- and optoelectronic devices over the past several

ecades. Much of the theory used in thermal management design
as relied on macroscopic principles where feature sizes and times
re larger than the mean free path and scattering time of the en-
rgy carriers. Only recently, with the advent of smaller devices
nd structures, have we had to develop models and theories based
n microscopic principles. This is particularly the case with the
rowing interest in nanoscale and superlattice devices. For this
eason, there has been a growing interest in the determination of
he thermophysical properties, but perhaps more critical to ther-

al transport in nanoscale and superlattice devices is the thermal
oundary conductance �hBD�, which is frequently approximated or
eglected, leading to significant uncertainties in design and per-
ormance. The thermal boundary conductance between materials
s becoming increasingly critical to both the design and selection
f innovative materials. Indeed, as the nanorevolution continues,
ur focus turns toward the manipulation of material systems to
nhance/restrict thermal transport, but much fundamental work
emains before significant advances can be made in the area of
nterface engineering.

Heat conduction across solid-solid interfaces is a controlling
actor for thermal transport in thermoelectrics �1,2�, thin-film high
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temperature superconductors �3,4�, vertical cavity surface emitting
lasers �5�, and optical data storage media �6�. The properties of the
interfaces in these devices lead to varying levels of hBD, creating
a temperature difference between the two solids. Kapitza was the
first to observe a finite temperature drop across an interface be-
tween two different materials �7�. This work was at low tempera-
tures where the mean free paths of the primary energy carriers
�acoustic phonons� are large. Unlike at low temperatures, at room
temperature, the energy carriers’ mean free paths are quite small
��10–100 nm� and hBD is typically neglected. With the advent of
nanoscale devices with dimensions on the order of the mean free
paths, hBD has become significant in thermal management at room
temperature. This is especially the case for devices with multiple
interfaces, such as superlattices �8� and very large scale integrated
�VLSI� circuits �8�.

Thermal boundary conductance across nanomaterial interfaces
has been the focus of several computational and experimental
studies. An extensive review of thermal boundary conductance
experiments and theory until 1989 is presented by Swartz and
Pohl �9�. Since then, much progress has been made in numerical
studies of hBD �10�. Several groups have numerically examined
the effects that lattice mismatch and the type of phonon
scattering—elastic, inelastic, specular, or diffuse—have on hBD
�11–22�. The dependence of hBD on lattice mismatch and phonon
scattering has also been examined experimentally �23–26�. These
analyses have mainly focused on perfect interfaces between nano-
materials �i.e., no interatomic mixing or disorder around the inter-
face�. However, in realistic nanodevices, pronounced interdiffu-
sion or reactions can occur on the order of the characteristic
length of the device, even at room temperature �27�. This interdif-
fusion results in the presence of a disordered and two-phase re-

gion at the interface of two materials, which contributes to the
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verall hBD �9�. The effects of disorder or a two-phase region on
BD has been the focus of many numerical studies �28–32� but,
xperimentally, has only been qualitatively observed �33�. The
ack of experimental observation has led to conflicting theoretical
esults for hBD as a result of multiphase and diffusion regions. For
xample, the scattering-mediated acoustic mismatch model
SMAMM� predicts a decrease in hBD �20�, while calculations by
ozorezov et al. indicate an increase �34�. However, these results

re based on purely theoretical calculations, and, as previously
entioned, there have not been many experimental studies on the

ffects of interfacial mixing on hBD; clearly, an in-depth experi-
ental examination of interfacial diffusion effects on hBD in thin-
lm systems would make a large contribution to the current un-
erstanding of hBD.

This study examines hBD at the interfaces of Cr films on Si
ubstrates fabricated by various deposition procedures in an at-
empt to systematically vary the properties of the Cr /Si interface.
hromium is of particular interest since Cr films are often used as
dhesion layers for more conductive materials in interconnects
35,36�, in metal-dielectric mixtures �cermets� �37�, and in high
owered laser systems �38�. The thermal boundary conductance in
he Cr /Si systems is measured with the transient thermoreflec-
ance �TTR� technique. In the TTR technique, a short-pulsed laser
eam is used to heat a thin metal film. The transient reflectance of
he thin metal film is then probed with a weaker laser pulse after

known time delay. This technique has been used by several
roups to measure hBD at metal-dielectric interfaces �23,24,39�.
he change in elemental composition near the interfaces is char-
cterized with Auger electron spectroscopy �AES�. Since this
tudy is focused on the elemental change of Cr and Si in the
nterfacial region, AES is sufficient to resolve the major constitu-
nts. The experimental results show an excellent agreement with
he virtual crystal diffuse mismatch model �VCDMM� �40,41�, a

odel based on the diffuse mismatch model �DMM� �9� that takes
nto account the effect of mixing around the interface of two ma-

Fig. 1 TTR experimenta
erials on hBD.
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Experimental Setup

The TTR data were taken with the pump-probe experimental
setup shown in Fig. 1. The primary output of the laser system
emanates from a Coherent RegA 9000 amplifier operating at a
250 kHz repetition rate with about 4 �J/pulse and a 150 fs pulse
width at 800 nm. The pulses were split at a 9:1 pump to probe
ratio. The pump beam, modulated at 125 kHz, was focused down
to a 100 �m radius spot size to achieve a 10 J m−2 fluence. The
radii of the pump and probe beams were measured with a sweep-
ing knife edge �42�. Although the low repetition rate of the RegA
system and the “one shot on–one shot off” modulation rate of the
pump beam ensures minimal residual heating between pump
pulses, the phase of the signal must still be taken into account.
The phase correction was performed by the procedures for signal
phase adjustment outlined by Stevens et al. �42�.

For long scans, the alignment of the pump and probe spots may
become an issue �24,43�. To avoid misalignment problems, the
probe beam was collimated before the probe delay stage and was
profiled with a sweeping knife edge at all time delays. In this
study, a pump to probe radius ratio of 10:1 was used, and the
probe was aligned with the delay stage, resulting in less than
1.5 �m and 4.0 �m drift along the horizontal and vertical axes
perpendicular to the surface, respectively. These spot characteris-
tics result in less than 1% error due to misalignment of the beams
�42�.

The TTR technique produces some excitation of the metal film
followed by a cooling of the film due to the film’s thermal con-
nection to the substrate. To simplify data reduction, the tempera-
ture response is ideally influenced only by conductance across the
interface and not by diffusion within the metal film. If the film is
too thick or has a low thermal conductivity, however, there will be
two free parameters �film thermal conductivity kf and hBD� when
fitting experimental data to a thermal model. To avoid this situa-

etup used in this study
tion, the Biot number Bi for the interface should be significantly
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ess than 1 �typically less than 0.1�, so that the film can be treated
s a lumped thermal capacitance �44�. Therefore, the film thick-
ess should be restricted to

Bi =
hBDd

kf
� 0.1 ⇒ d �

0.1kf

hBD
�1�

here d is the film thickness. For Cr /Si interfaces, hBD�2.0
108 W m−2 K−1 and kf =94 W m−1 K−1 �24,45�. Therefore, the

lm thickness should be no more than 50 nm. This is a reasonable
hickness from the microscopic prospective since it is approxi-

ately three times larger than the mean free path, therefore reduc-
ng the probability of ballistic electron scattering at the interface
46,47�.

For the case when the metal film is treated as a lumped capaci-
ance, the thermal model for the film and substrate system is

�dCf
dTf�t�

dt
= hBD�Ts�0,t� − Tf�t�� �2�

�Ts�x,t�
�t

= �s

�2Ts�x,t�
�x2 �3�

here Tf is the temperature of the film that is measured using the
TR technique, Ts is the substrate temperature and is a function of

ime and space, and �, Cf, and �s are the film density, film specific
eat, and substrate diffusivity, respectively. Radiative and convec-
ive losses at the front of the film surface are negligible compared
o typical interface conductances of 106–108 W m−2 K−1 and are
herefore neglected. The temperature in Eqs. �2� and �3� can be
ondimensionalized by

� f ,s =
Tf ,s − T0

Tf�0� − T0
�4�

here T0 is the ambient temperature and Tf�0� is the temperature
f the film immediately after excitation. Therefore, the thermal
odel can be expressed as

d� f�t�
dt

=
hBD

�dCf
��s�0,t� − � f�t�� �5�

��s�x,t�
�t

= �s

�2�s�x,t�
�x2 �6�

ubject to the following initial conditions:

� f�0� = 1 �7�

�s�x,0� = 0 �8�
nd the following boundary conditions:

− ks

��s�0,t�
�x

= hBD�� f�t� − �s�0,t�� �9�

��s��,t�
�x

= 0 �10�

he semi-infinite assumption made in Eq. �10� is reasonable for
he time scale of interest, �1–5 ns. The thermal penetration depth
or most substrates at this time scale is ��st�1/2�1 �m, which is
ignificantly less than the thickness of the Si substrate used in this
tudy.

Table 1 Thermophysical parameters used in the study †56‡

Lattice heat capacity of Cr film, Cf 3.3�106 J m−3 K−1

Lattice heat capacity of Si substrate, Cs 1.65�106 J m−3 K−1

Thermal conductivity of Si substrate, ks 148 W m−1 K−1

Ambient temperature, T0 300 K
ournal of Heat Transfer
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Equations �5� and �6� subject to Eqs. �7�–�10� were numerically
solved using the Crank–Nicolson method, which has only a sec-
ond order truncation error in both time and space. The thermal
boundary conductance was determined by fitting the TTR data to
the model using the material constants listed in Table 1. The spe-
cifics of the fitting procedure are discussed in a later section.

Sample Preparation and Interface Characterization
The purpose of changing the conditions during deposition was

to try to control the amount of interdiffusion between the Cr and
Si. When in contact with Si at room temperature, Cr has been
shown to form an intermixed region �10 ML thick �48�. How-
ever, when in contact with thick oxide layers �such as SiO2, an
oxide layer that naturally forms on Si�, Cr will develop a strong
adhesive bond to the oxide, creating a diffusion barrier for further
reaction between the Cr and SiO2 �36�. In addition, Cr is known to
form silicides on oxide-free surfaces at elevated temperatures
�CrSi2 at 720 K� �49�. An example of Cr /Si mixing is shown in
the transmission electron micrograph in Fig. 2, which is focused
on the interface between the Cr film and the Si substrate of sample
Cr-4 �see Tables 1 and 2�. The surface of the Si substrate exhibits
some degree of roughness, which is apparent by the dark region
labeled “Si substrate surface” in Fig. 2. Note that the thickness of
interatomic mixing determined from the transmission electron mi-
croscopy �TEM� analysis was quantified by examining the inter-
ference lines from the Si�110� crystallographic planes. Therefore,
the mixing region, which is determined from the TEM as 8.5 nm

Table 2 Fabrication details of Cr/Si samples

Sample
ID

Backsputter
etch

�min�
Heat treatment

prior to deposition
Deposition

notes

Cr-1 None None 50 cm Cr at 300 K
Cr-2 5 None 50 nm Cr at 300 K
Cr-3 5 20 min at 873 K 50 nm Cr at 300 K
Cr-4 5 50 min at 873 K 50 nm Cr at 300 K
Cr-5 5 20 min at 873 K 50 nm Cr at 573 K
Cr-6 5 None 10 nm Cr at 300 K;

Heat treatment to 770 K;
deposition of 40 nm

Cr at 300 K

Fig. 2 TEM image of the Cr/Si interface. The observable mix-
ing from the TEM analysis is based on the Si crystallographic
planes, yielding a 8.5 nm mixing layer. However, the actual
Cr/Si elemental mixing may not be completely crystalline;
therefore, AES is used for interfacial chemical analysis.
JUNE 2008, Vol. 130 / 062402-3
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hick, only represents the Cr /Si mixing when the Si diamond
tructure is still present. There is still some atomic mixing be-
ween the Cr /Si that results in a noncrystalline structure; there-
ore, the chemical mixing between Cr and Si could be slightly
arger than the structural quantification from the TEM image. This
lucidates the importance of a chemical analysis for an accurate
etermination of Cr /Si elemental mixing.

The Cr films were grown on Si �100� substrates in a multi-
ource, high vacuum thin-film sputter deposition system, a Super-
ystem III manufactured by the Kurt J. Lesker company capable
f pumping down to 10−7 Torr. This specific system is equipped
ith a chamber heater capable of reaching temperatures greater

han 900 K and a vibrating quartz crystal to monitor deposition
ate. The Cr deposition rate is about 17 nm /min with 37 SCCM
r flow rate and 300 W power to the target gun. All substrates
ere spin cleaned with reagent alcohol �90.7% ethyl alcohol,
.8% isopropyl alcohol, 4.5% methyl alcohol, and 0.12% water�,
richloroethylene, and methanol, and were then subsequently
aked for 5 min at 400 K to remove any residual water that may
ave formed at the substrate surface as a result of spin cleaning.
nce in the chamber, various in situ deposition procedures were
erformed including backsputter etching followed by chamber
eating up to 873 K before deposition. While fabricating some
amples, the chamber temperature was elevated during or after Cr
eposition. During any type of chamber heating, a ramp rate of
0 K /min was maintained until the target temperature was
eached. Therefore, if a certain deposition requires the chamber to
aintain 873 K for 20 min, the chamber is actually at an elevated

emperature for a much longer time due to the slow temperature
ise to reach the target temperature and the slow radiative cooling
rocesses of the vacuum chamber back to room temperature. The
rocedures used during fabrication for each of the 50 nm Cr /Si
amples are summarized in Table 2. A total of 50 nm of Cr was
eposited during any given deposition and was verified with the in
itu vibrating quartz crystal. Films of this thickness ensure that
BD across the Cr /Si interface can be accurately resolved, given
he 1.5 ns maximum delay of the probe path in the TTR experi-

ental setup �24�.
A number of differently composed interface regions were ex-

ected, as the Cr /Si fabrication parameters were systematically
odified. The interfaces were characterized by AES, used in con-

unction with an argon ion beam to provide quantitative composi-
ional information as a function of depth into the material. Data
ere taken on a commercial X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

XPS�/scanning Auger system �Physical Electronics 560�,
quipped with a double-pass, cylindrical mirror electron energy
nalyzer �CMA�. To minimize the adsorption of contaminants on
he sample surface, the chamber is maintained at ultrahigh
acuum �at a base pressure of 10−9 Torr� with a 200 Hz ion pump,
ssisted by a small sublimation pump. These pumps allow the
acuum chamber to remain virtually free of hydrocarbon contami-
ation. The electron gun is mounted coaxially inside the electron
nergy analyzer for efficient data collection and to reduce shad-
wing effects. A 3 keV electron beam was used for AES analysis,
nd depth profiling was conducted by atomically sputtering away
he material using a 240 nA Ar ion beam current and a 2

2 mm2 raster, which resulted in a Cr sputtering yield of
.12 nm /min. A typical AES depth profile of the Cr /Si samples is
hown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the vacuum in the sput-
ering chamber during Cr deposition was low �10−6 Torr�, so the
elatively low levels of O2 and C contamination found in the films
s expected. Also, note that the O2 and C percentages in the Cr
lm depth are slightly higher than the actual composition since
ontaminants from the film surface are pushed into the depth of
he film as a result of the Ar ion bombardment for the depth
rofile. The beginning and end of the Cr /Si mixing region is
efined as the depth at which Si reaches 10% of the total film

omposition and Cr reaches 10% of the film composition, respec-

62402-4 / Vol. 130, JUNE 2008
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tively. This threshold was chosen since C levels were slightly less
than 10% of the total film composition near the interface.

The AES spectra around the mixing region for all six samples
are shown in the Appendix. The ID’s of each sample correspond-
ing to the ID’s in Table 2 are shown in the upper left of each plot.
The line types in the Appendix represent different elements and
correspond to the same designation as in Fig. 3. Due to the con-
trolled deposition conditions, varying mixing layer thicknesses
and spatial gradients are expected at the sample interfaces. Since
Cr is expected to form a diffusion barrier when in contact with an
oxide layer, the O2 levels at the beginning of the mixing layer
must also be considered to explain the different compositional
changes among the samples. The O2 levels at the beginning of the
defined mixing layer range from 12% to 21%. Examining only the
samples that were deposited at room temperature �Cr-1–Cr-4�,
Cr-1 has about 19% O2 at the beginning of the mixing layer while
the other room temperature samples have about 14%. The back-
sputter etch procedure performed on Cr-2–Cr-4 is most likely re-
sponsible for this since bombarding the substrate with Ar atoms
prior to deposition is a common method to remove the native
oxide layer.

Substrate etching can physically roughen the substrate, which
could lead to Cr atoms being deposited into craters beneath the
substrate surface introduced by the backsputter process. This is
evident from the differing mixing layer thicknesses among the
samples deposited at room temperature. In an attempt to smooth
the substrate surface after backsputtering, the chamber tempera-
ture was increased to 873 K prior to Cr deposition. When only
backsputtered �Cr-2�, the mixing layer depth is almost 15 nm
compared to a 9.5 nm two-phase region seen in Cr-1, which was
not backsputtered prior to deposition �however, since only ETM
spin cleaning was performed on Cr-1, it is assumed that the sur-
face was relatively smooth from factory polishing and the oxide
layer�. The annealing for different times �20 min and 50 min for
Cr-3 and Cr-4, respectively� results in a smaller mixing layer
depth with increased annealing times. Notice that annealing for
50 min �Cr-4� results in a two-phase region of 10 nm, almost the
same thickness as Cr-1 �9.5 nm� in which there was no in situ
substrate preparation.

The thermal model used in this study is extremely sensitive to
film thickness �24�. Although 50 nm of Cr was deposited during
fabrication due to the varying levels of Cr /Si mixing, the portion
of the film that can be modeled with the Cr heat capacity is actu-

Fig. 3 Example of a full AES spectrum of one of the Cr/Si films
examined, Cr-1. Note the relatively high concentrations of O2
and C at the sample surface, about 100% more than those in
the film. These elements were sputtered away from the surface
with the ion gun during the depth profiling procedure. The mix-
ing layer is depicted by the vertical lines at the 10% mark of the
Si and Cr.
ally less than 50 nm. To accurately model this system, the thick-
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ess used in Eq. �5� was determined from the AES scans, and the
hickness of the film in this study is defined as the distance from
he film surface to the beginning of the mixing layer. The thick-
esses used for each film are listed in Table 3.

To quantify the spatial change of the elements in the mixing
ayer, the Si data points in the first �3 nm after the beginning of
he mixing layer were fitted with a linear trend. The slope of this
ine represents the rate of change of the Si concentration during
he first few nanometers of Cr /Si mixing. Since the elemental
oncentrations of Cr, C, and O2 all decrease as Si increases, moni-
oring the change in Si with distance into the mixing layer gives a
ood indication of the spatial gradient in the mixing region. As
reviously mentioned, a total of 50 nm of Cr was deposited during
he fabrication of each sample. The defined mixing layers all ter-

inate at or before 50 nm in the AES profiles, indicating that Si
iffusion into the deposited Cr is the primary diffusion element
ausing the two-phase mixing layer. Again, examining the room
emperature depositions, Cr-1 and Cr-4 have similar Si gradients
nd Cr-2 and Cr-3 have similar gradients. This is probably a result
f different interdiffusion rates of the Cr and Si during deposition,
esulting from O2 layers or various degrees of roughness on the
ubstrate surface. The higher O2 levels on the surface of Cr-1
imited interdiffusion, resulting in a slower diffusion of the Si into
he Cr. This is consistent with past studies indicating that Cr and

2 form a diffusion barrier �36�. However, we see the same type
f gradient in Cr-4, indicating that the Si diffusion could be dic-
ated by the smoothness of the surface. Substrate roughening is
ssumed in Cr-2 from the backsputter procedure, and perhaps a
imilar degree of roughness is present in Cr-3 since the attempt to
nneal the substrate only lasted for 20 min, as opposed to Cr-4,
hich maintained a high chamber temperature for 50 min. A sum-
ary of the mixing layer depth, O2 concentration at the beginning

f the interfacial mixing layer, and slopes of the Si in the AES
rofiles is given in Table 3.

Samples Cr-5 and Cr-6 were subjected to higher deposition
emperatures. 50 nm of Cr was deposited on a backsputtered and
nnealed substrate at 573 K in Cr-5. Notice that the Si diffusion is
uch smoother throughout the mixing layer, and the defined mix-

ng layer is much thinner than the room temperature samples. The
igher temperature and smooth surface probably resulted in much
aster Si diffusion, which would lead to the thinner mixing layer.
his also explains the profile for Cr-6, which exhibits the same

hin mixing layer. This sample was only backsputtered before
0 nm of Cr was deposited; then, the chamber was heated above
he CrSi2 formation temperature. This explains the mixing layer
nding slightly after 50 nm from the Cr film surface �similar to
r-2�. However, the chamber was heated and maintained above

he CrSi2 formation temperature for 5 min. So, theoretically, this
ould have resulted in silicide formation that would not have been
etected in the AES depth profile presented in the Appendix. This
ample �Cr-6� was additionally characterized with XPS �50�, and

Table 3 Summary of results from the AES and TTR data

Sample
ID

Cr film
thickness

�nm�

Mixing
layer
�nm�

O2
�%�

Slope of Si in
mixing layer

�%/nm�
Av. hBD

�GW m−2 K−1�

Cr-1 38 9.5 19 9.7 0.178
Cr-2 37 14.8 14 16.4 0.113
Cr-3 35 11.5 14.2 16.6 0.139
Cr-4 35 10.1 14.6 7.4 0.15
Cr-5 39 5.8 21.5 24.1 0.134
Cr-6 45 7 12.3 28.1 0.124
o evidence of Cr silicide formation was detected.

ournal of Heat Transfer
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Thermal Boundary Conductance at Various Cr ÕSi In-
terfaces

Several TTR scans were taken on each sample, and the average
of the resulting hBD for these scans is reported in Table 3. A
consistent deviation of less than 7% from the mean was calculated
for all the data on each sample. The thermal boundary conduc-
tance of each was determined by scaling the model �Eqs. �5�–�10��
to the TTR data at 100 ps and fitting the model to the data �24�.
This method assumes that the reflectance varies linearly with tem-
perature �24,39,51�. At 100 ps, the temperature gradient in the
metal film is negligible, and the electrons and lattice are in ther-
mal equilibrium. The thermal boundary conductance was treated
as a free parameter and was adjusted to minimize the sum of
squares between the thermal model and the TTR data. Minimiza-
tion was performed using an inverse parabolic interpolation tech-
nique, which normally required less then ten iterations to con-
verge.

To ensure that the TTR data taken with the 10 J m−2 pump can
be linearly related to electron temperature, hBD of Cr-3 was mea-
sured at a variety of pump fluences ranging from
0.5 J m−2 to 10 J m−2. The average hBD measured with varying
pump fluence was 0.139 GW m−2 K−1, which is the same hBD
determined from the various measurements on Cr-3 with
10 J m−2. The deviation among the measurements was less than
4% from the mean, which is less than the �7% deviation among
the samples from repeated measurements at one fluence, as previ-
ously mentioned. This indicates that for the fluence used in this
study �10 J m−2�, the assumption that the reflectance varies lin-
early with temperature is valid.

Figure 4 shows the normalized TTR data taken on Cr-1 and
Cr-2 and the best fit of the thermal model to the data using the
thermophysical constants listed in Table 1 and hBD as the fitting
parameter. A best fit hBD of 0.178 GW m−2 K−1 was found for
Cr-1, where Cr-2 showed a 40% reduction in hBD with
0.113 GW m−2 K−1. Examining the corresponding AES profiles of
Cr-1 and Cr-2 �Appendix�, it is apparent that the thickness of the
mixing layer and spatial change of the Si content in the mixing
layer can both contribute to varying levels of hBD.

The thermal boundary conductance measured in Cr-1 is consis-
tent with the 0.2 GW m−2 K−1 hBD measurement of a 30 nm Cr
film deposited on a lightly backsputtered Si substrate by Stevens
et al. �24�. However, Cr-1 was not subject to backsputtering,
where Cr-2 was deposited after backsputtering at relatively high

Fig. 4 TTR data of Cr-1 and Cr-2 fits with the model described
with Eqs. „5…–„10…. A 40% decrease in the best fit hBD from Cr-1
to Cr-2 is observed, with the only change in the experiment
occurring in the deposition conditions „see Table 1….
powers for a long time. This is evidence of the extreme sensitivity
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f hBD to interfacial conditions and is indicative of the variability
n the fabrication processes.

The sensitivity of the model to film thickness also needs to be
onsidered. Since the model assumes a lumped capacitance, a
hange in film thickness would change the thermal mass of the
ystem, affecting the predicted change in temperature. For ex-
mple, assuming that the Cr film thicknesses were actually 50 nm,
he amount of Cr deposited onto the Si substrates during deposi-
ion, the values of hBD determined from the fitting routine could
ncrease as much as 50%. However, this increase would be com-

on on all samples maintaining the same trends reported in this
tudy. As previously mentioned, the Cr film thicknesses were de-
ermined from the AES profiles and are listed in Table 3. This
hickness sensitivity also gives more evidence of the effect of
abrication variability and interfacial conditions on the measured
hermal boundary conductance since hBD measured by Stevens et
l. was slightly higher for a thinner film.

Figure 5 shows the measured hBD of the six Cr samples as a
unction of mixing layer thickness. The thermal boundary conduc-
ance in the room temperature samples �Cr-1–Cr-4� decreased
ith increasing mixing layer thickness. In these samples, the hBD

anged from 0.178 GW m−2 K−1 in the sample with a 9.5 nm mix-
ng thickness to 0.113 GW m−2 K−1 in the sample with 14.8 nm of
ixing. In these room temperature samples, the smallest amount

f mixing occurred in Cr-1, which was not subject to any in situ
ubstrate cleaning. The other room temperature samples, Cr-2–
r-4, were subject to backsputter etching, which reduced the oxy-
en on the Si surface from �19% to �14% �see Table 3� and also
oughened the substrate prior to Cr deposition. The largest mixing
ayer thickness and lowest hBD were measured in Cr-2, which
ould be a result of the Si substrate being rougher than the other
oom temperature samples. When the substrate was heated after
tching, presumably smoothing the surface and reducing surface
efects before room temperature Cr deposition �Cr-3 and Cr-4�,
he mixing layer thickness decreased, resulting in a linear increase
n hBD. The measured hBD in Cr-1 deviated from the linear trend
n Cr-2–Cr-4, which could be partly due to the increased O2 con-
entration.

The samples that were subject to non-room-temperature depo-
itions, Cr-5 and Cr-6, did not demonstrate the same relationship

ig. 5 Average of the measured hBD of each sample as a func-
ion of mixing layer thickness. The room temperature samples
isplay a linear decrease in hBD with increasing mixing layer

hickness. The samples deposited at higher temperatures „Cr-5
nd Cr-6… do not follow this trend, which could be due to de-
ects of a change in the microstructure relative to the room
emperature deposited samples. The error bars represent the
% deviation from the mean calculated from the data from each
ample, which are the calculated errors associated with the re-
eatability of the data from the experiment.
etween hBD and mixing layer. Both samples had much smaller
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mixing layer thicknesses. The elevated temperatures imposed on
the Cr during deposition could have introduced impurities or
changed the material structure around the interface or in the film
that was not detectable by AES, therefore introducing another
variable between the high temperature deposited samples and the
room temperature deposited samples.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between measured hBD and the
interface “abruptness” �the slope of the Si content changes with
depth, as previously described�. Note that the slope of the spatial
increase of Si is quantified by only considering the first 3 nm in
the mixing layer defined in the AES data. In addition, a very
abrupt interface does not necessarily relate to a small mixing layer
thickness. The apparent trend is a decrease in hBD with an increas-
ingly abrupt interface. The highest hBD values in the room tem-
perature samples �Cr-1–Cr-4� are measured on the samples in
which the Cr was deposited on a smooth Si surface, which created
a more gradual increase in Si content near the interface compared
to the samples in which Cr was deposited at elevated temperatures
�Cr-5 and Cr-6�. Chromium and Si represent acoustically matched
materials with nearly identical Debye temperatures ��D�Cr
=630 K and �D�Si=640 K� and, therefore, have similar Debye
cutoff frequencies �45�. By calculating the phonon radiation limit
�PRL� of the Cr /Si system, an upper limit of the hBD is estab-
lished as 1.38 GW m−2 K−1 �23,52�. Any contribution to thermal
boundary conductance by phonons resulting in a value above this
limit would indicate occurring inelastic phonon scattering pro-
cesses �25,26�. The calculated PRL is higher than the measured
hBD; so, elastic scattering is assumed in this analysis.

The DMM, which assumes elastic phonon scattering �9�, can
therefore be applied to the system. In its simplest form, the DMM
can be calculated with

hBD = h1→2 =
1

4�
j

	1,j	
0


max

�1→2�

�N1,j

�T
d
 �11�

where 	1,j is the speed of phonon mode j �longitudinal or trans-
verse� in side 1 �acoustically softer material—here, the Cr film�,
�1→2 is the probability of phonon transmission from side 1 into
side 2, and N1,j is the product of the phonon occupation function
and density of states of mode j on side 1. Assuming that the
diffuse scattering from the rough boundary equilibrates the pho-
non system, the Bose-Einstein distribution function can be imple-
mented and hBD of 0.855 GW m−2 K−1 is calculated using a De-
bye approximation. The DMM, like the PRL, also overpredicts the
measured hBD. This has often been associated with poor interface

Fig. 6 Average of the measured hBD of each sample as a func-
tion of rate of Si increase at the beginning of the interfacial
layer. An increase in hBD is observed as the Si spatial change in
the film becomes more gradual. The error bars represent the
7% deviation from the mean calculated from the data from each
sample, which are the calculated errors associated with the re-
peatability of the data from the experiment.
quality and substrate damage �9,23,24,33�. As shown in this study,
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his could result in varying degrees of mixing, which is most
ikely the direct cause for differences between the measured hBD
nd that calculated from the DMM. The DMM does not take into
ccount an interfacial mixing layer. Although the SMAMM has
een proposed to partially account for this �20�, it is not applied in
his study since it assumes specular phonon reflection, which is
learly not a valid assumption in this case since the interfacial
egion is shown to be significantly disordered �4�.

At an ideal interface with no mixing, a phonon from the Cr film
catters at the Cr /Si interface and is either transmitted into the Si
r reflected back into the Cr. Assuming diffuse scattering and
sing equations in the references based on the phonon speeds of
he different modes �longitudinal and transverse�, the phonon
ransmission probability can be calculated �9�. For a Cr /Si inter-
ace, the phonon transmission probability is �Cr–Si=37% under
he Debye solid model, meaning that at the ideal interface, 37% of
he phonons are transmitted from the Cr side to the Si side �or
rom Si to Cr since the phonon loses its “memory” when it is
cattered�. This transmission can be assumed constant over the
nergy spectrum if we assume that Cr and Si are isotropic Debye
olids, an assumption that is made in the derivation of the form of
he DMM and PRL that is used in this study �9�. This scattering
an also be explained as 37% of the incident phonon energy is
ransmitted into the substrate.

In the event of interfacial mixing, the phonons must propagate
cross a finite amount of space to conduct energy into the sub-
trate. When these phonons scatter with Si at the beginning of the
ixing layer, a certain percentage is transmitted deeper into the
ixing layer. As the thickness of interfacial mixing layer in-

reases, the probability that a phonon will scatter more than once
ncreases, thereby decreasing hBD, which is expected with in-
reased diffuse scattering in well matched materials �9�. Reduced
ransmission can also occur from defects or a change in the mi-
rostructure around the interface, which could explain the further
eduction of hBD observed in Cr-5 and Cr-6, assuming that the
levated temperature during deposition changed the microstruc-
ure of the two-phase region compared to the room temperature
eposited samples.

CDMM to Predict hBD as a Function of Mixing Region
hickness
The functionality of hBD with mixing region thickness and com-

osition can be predicted with the VCDMM �40,41�. This model
ntroduces a simple correction to the DMM through the use of a
irtual crystal to account for the manner by which energy propa-
ates through the interfacial region. In this manner, multiple scat-
ering events occurring at the interface can be quantified, allowing
or a more accurate prediction of hBD as well as insight into the
ffect of interfacial quality on an overall heat transfer.

In calculations of the traditional DMM �Eq. �11��, the estima-
ion of a perfect interface is assumed; however, as shown in the
revious sections, interfacial thickness indeed affects hBD. To ac-
ount for this thickness, the VCDMM replaces the interfacial re-
ion with a third material, the virtual crystal, which has properties
hat are a blend of the bulk materials �53� and a thickness equal to
he length of disorder. Incorporating the virtual crystal modifies
he DMM by necessitating the need to account for both the inter-
ction between each of the bulk materials and interface as well as
he now finite thickness of the interface.

The interaction between the two materials and the disordered
egion is investigated by estimating the hBD between each of the
ulk materials and the virtual crystal. This is accomplished using
q. �11� for each of the now two interfaces with a modification of

he transmission coefficient � to account for the virtual crystal.
his modification is shown below where the subscript i designates
he bulk material of interest, and VC the virtual crystal,
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�i→VC =

�
j

	VC,j
−2

�
j

�	i,j
−2 + 	VC,j

−2 �
�12�

Again, this calculation treats all solids as Debye solids. To calcu-
late the phonon propagation speed in the virtual crystal, a rule of
mixture estimation is used where b1 is the percentage by mass of
material 1 in the disordered region,

	VC,j = b1	1,j + �1 − b1�	2,j �13�

To accurately calculate the percentage b1 for the Cr /Si interfaces
presented here, the depth profiles of Cr-1–Cr-4 were analyzed.
These interfaces were chosen for this analysis because the tem-
perature of these samples during Cr deposition was consistent.
Therefore, any interfacial structural changes occurring from heat
treatments to the Cr /Si system post-Cr deposition do not have to
be taken into account, and only the effects of the mixing layer on
hBD can be examined. By fitting a functional form using shape
preserving interpolants through the silicon profile, a mean value of
the elemental percentage was obtained. This value was then used
to calculate the virtual crystal properties and hence the hBD for the
two interface system according to

hBD = 
��
j

h1→VC,j�−1
+ ��

j

h2→VC,j�−1−1
�14�

The above relation accounts for only the efficiency by which

Table 4 Comparison of VCDMM to DMM and experimental data
on samples deposited at room temperature

Sample
ID

Measured hBD
�GW /m2 K�

VCDMM
�GW /m2 K�

DMM
�GW /m2 K�

Cr-1 0.178 0.147 0.855
Cr-2 0.113 0.118 0.855
Cr-3 0.139 0.146 0.855
Cr-4 0.15 0.131 0.855

Fig. 7 Comparison of the VCDMM to the experimental data on
samples Cr-1–Cr-4. Added electron-phonon coupling resis-
tance is taken into account in these calculations since Cr and
Si are acoustically matched solids. Where as the DMM predicts
hBD that is almost eight times larger than that measured on the
samples with no dependence on mixing layer thickness or
compositions, the VCDMM calculations are within 18% of the
measured values and show similar trends with mixing layer
thickness when taking into account the change in Si composi-

tion in the mixing region.
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nergy transfers from the bulk to the interface but does not ana-
yze the ease by which energy propagates through the interfacial
egion. To examine this effect, the results of Eq. �14� are scaled
ccording to the depth factor , which is a ratio of the interfacial
hickness D to the mean free path of the virtual crystal �VC. Using
inetic theory to estimate the mean free path along with the mea-
ured thickness of the Cr /Si interface, the depth factor was calcu-
ated, allowing for the estimation of the hBD from the VCDMM

Fig. 8 Auger electron s
pproach, as shown in
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hBD =
��
j

h1→VC,j

 j

�−1

+��
j

h2→VC,j

 j

�−1−1

�15�

Finally, to completely model the system, the electron-phonon cou-
pling was incorporated by using the value reported by Hostetler et
al. �54� for chromium and the methodology of Majumdar and

troscopy depth profiles
pec
Reddy �55� in order to obtain the final prediction for hBD.
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Table 4 and Fig. 7 show a comparison of the virtual crystal
odel to the experimental data. The virtual crystal approach is
ithin 18% of the measured values, whereas the predicted hBD of

he DMM is about eight times these values. In both prediction and
easurement, there is a distinct trend of decreasing thermal

oundary conductance with increasing interfacial thickness. This
esults from the additional scattering, which occurs as the phonons
ust propagate through the disordered region. The additional scat-

ering, reduces the rate at which energy flows, thus decreasing the
verall conductance and illuminating the role of interfacial quality
n performance.

onclusions
The thermal boundary conductance at the Cr /Si interface was

tudied for a variety of interfacial conditions. The deposition con-
itions for the 50 nm Cr films were systematically varied to
hange various aspects of the Cr /Si mixing, and hBD was mea-
ured with the TTR technique. The range of hBD values across the
ix Cr /Si interfaces show that slight changes in interfacial prop-
rties can significantly affect thermal boundary conductance. By
ifferent in situ substrate preparation techniques, hBD was reduced
y as much as 40%. Results showed a dependence of hBD on both
ixing layer thickness and the abruptness of Si change at the

nterface. The trend in hBD values follows with diffuse scattering
ssumptions, and it is apparent that in well matched systems such
s Cr /Si, phonons that scatter more than once can decrease hBD,
hich is not taken into account in traditional models such as the
MM. A recently developed model, the VCDMM, was applied to

he room temperature deposited data, and a close agreement in
oth value and trend with mixing layer thickness was observed,
ffering new insight into the dependence of thermal boundary
onductance on disorder around solid interfaces.
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omenclature
b � percentage by mass

Bi � Biot number
C � heat capacity, J m−3 K−1

d � film thickness, m
hBD � thermal boundary conductance, W m−2 K−1

k � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

N � total number of phonons per frequency per
volume at temperature T, m−3�s−1�−1

T � temperature, K
v � phonon velocity, m s−1

reek Symbols
� � thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

 � depth factor in virtual crystal
� � nondimensionalized temperature

�D � Debye temperature, K
� � mass density, kg m−3

� � probability of phonon transmission across the
interface

ubscripts

f � film

ournal of Heat Transfer

nloaded 28 Dec 2012 to 137.54.10.198. Redistribution subject to ASM
i→2 � from side i to the virtual crystal
j � phonon mode �longitudinal or transverse�
s � substrate

VC � virtual crystal
0 � initial
1 � material on side 1
2 � material on side 2

1→2 � from side 1 to side 2

Appendix
The Auger electron spectroscopy depth profiles of the six Cr /Si

samples are shown in Fig. 8. Note the variation among samples of
the mixing layer thickness, Si rate of change at the beginning of
the mixing layer, and O2 concentrations, which are summarized in
Table 3.
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